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I miglit perhaps start by saying that I don't, know as yet what I am going 
to toll you. For that reason I .will listen very carefully and recommend the 
same to you. 

Lot me recall the Atoms for Peace Conference in IftSfi. At that time I had 
the pally wonderful job to open up the discussion on controlled fusion. That 
project, which we call Sherwood, used to bo secret. Tint it could bo opened 
up was to a great extent duo to the fact that a couple of years earlier KurcJiatov 
in a speech in England did disclose a number of-Russian x'csults. We were vciy 

grateful to him. His initiative made the trend toward openness much more real. 
IVc are now trying to make a similar step, not a terribly big one, toward 

openness. ' ' . ' ' ' 

Like the first speaker today I shall talk about rather simple tilings; in 
fact, so simple that I will not even use many formulae. I shall, talk in terms 
of ideas. Indeed evei-ything I shall say is already kiio..ii to the experts. I 
slia.ll present practically no news except that I hope to make iL possible that a 
discussion should now go on in broader circles and tliercfore in a more fruitful 
manner. 

First I shall speak about compression. There is a very simple law. It 
docs not hold precisely but: it. is a good approximation'and.'is'very practical. 
Tliis similarity law says qualitatively that if we use greater compression, then , 
in order to got similar processes and similar efficiencies, we .'need, smaller 
amounts of material and, of course, we use smaller amounts of energy. 

This is the secret of the modern..internal cpmbusirn ongin<: by which of 
course I don't mean an automobile. Instead of making a hydrogen bomb with, lot -
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us say, the use of "high octane" OT mixture, using Iff at liquid density, wc 
shall talk about the liquid 1,000-fold compressed. (I {stick to the figure 
1,000 because it has a simple cube root.) Let us therefore think of a droplet 
of liquid Dr witli a one millimeter diameter. Wo shall compress it ten-fold 
linearly and increase its density a thousand-fold. In order to uako the 
'functioning of this arrangement similar to the functioning of deutcriiitf-tritiu:n 
Mixture at liquid density, wc shall have to consider equal energies: per particle 
equal velocities, and also equal disassembly velocities. l:or binary collisions, 
which arc important in »T and produce a - particles and neutrons, the tii.!e 
between two such collisions wil be cut by a factor 1,000. This; means tliat the 
time scale must be reduced by a factor 1.000. If we want to have a similar 
situation with rospuct to disassembly we also have to cut the Ljatial scale by a 

factor 1,000. 
-1 -2 

I started with 10 cm,I compressed 10 an and this is nov; the working 
fluid, This will be similar in its functioning to a D'J' mass 1,000 times bigger 
in diameter (because time scaler> and space scales have to be changed by this 
factor) that is, 10 an. You see that the volumes are in the r;>:>:io 10'. The 
Masses however are in the ratio 10 because 10" of the original 10 art volunc 
is pi'cscnt at 10' time- ;,• ater density. Therefore you can generally sec that 
a change by a certain ratio in .the density will give rise to reduction In mass 
by this ratio squared. A factor 1,000 in.density means a factor one millionth 
in the mass, tic can indeed hope for micro explosions, which M'I.O an internal 
cotrinision engine possible. I will look into the practical coir^qucnccs in a 
very short time. 

First I shall t<0Ll you, however, that this similarity law does not hold 
exactly. There are two main reasons , one of them completely 
uniHtjtortairt and the other rather unimportant. 



The completely uiiiiî KU'i ;uit' reason is that we liavo to consider binary 
and 

collision processes, uViore collisions occur at great distances/whore shielding 
bcco'tos important. In t)>v. j»;«j>ro;»i i:it.c well-known foiiiiUlae logarithms appear. 
Thcr>~ logarjtluiic factors don't scale. 'Hjcy also are not terribly sensitive 
la conditions. In one case the factor is 10, in another case 20. 'flic whole 
change is rather unimportant. 

'live second reason why the sealing is not strict., is that it obviously does 
not ipjuly to triple collisions. No have scaled in such away that binary collision 
should behave properly. At greater densities triple collision"; will hecui.e »orc 
important, 'there is one triple collision that is indeed important: that is 
the collision between a photon, an electron and a nuclei;.; resulting in tlie 
absolution of tlic photon. 'Hie reverse: process, the collision of an electron and 
a lint ivtis emitting a photon is a binary collision that scales; the absorption 
process docs not scale. 

This is an impcrlant correction as. long as the tea^ic-aiarc ef the tUcr.wo-
nuclcar fluid is not: mure than a kilovolt. Then the ab-c.rption is strong enough 
to matter and fuel at a great density works a little hotter tba.i we would have 
expected from ttic scaling law. Jkit one kilovolt is not a terribly interesting 
temperature. We are really interested in A or 5 kilovolts and there the influence 
of tins absorption becomes relatively small. 

lUr.: 1 would like to ask the question, if we can for practical purposes scale, 
is it better to work at high densities or at low densities? I want to attack 
this problem from the point of view of the lasers (and riot only for the reason 
tti.il this is a laser conference) because we arc going to use lasers to concent rule 
energy around the tlurriiKinuclcar fuel and cbnipress it as our colleagues from 
M w c w h;»vc indicate.! seme time ago. It is not easy to produce the greet energies 
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required for the cusaprossion in the form of laser light and even wore difficult 
to produce it in not very jiumy picoseconds. This is m>u.irod in order to have 
the energy available near the droplet. 

Tljorefore the question has to be asked, what. co:i\;>voisi.o.i will nod the 
least energy? It turns out. that ths stronger the compression, the smaller the 
mass and tlie less the energy required. Assume that you have nn ccp.iiiti.oit of 
state. Tlio pressure is proportion;!] to p* where Y is less than 3. At very 
high compressions it beauties K/S. It is easy to see tl.J'i. the t.«?.rj;y required 

Y-'S -2 
will j-.o as low as p ' . Actually p is coiitributiu by the fiict thai, the 

-7 Y-l 
mass that you need is reduced by p ' and p' is cau'iibulci! l»y straij-.ht 
integration that describes tin- emprcssiou. In the inieves I in;; case of y a 5/3, 
p* * becomes p" ' , The higher the p value the less energy is needed. 

So, why WB I cio icodest? Why aiii I compressing a l,Oi*!0-fold and not a 
million-fold? Actu-illy it would be better. But to continue to coiupress a 
droplet in a syranictrir. fashion and not break it up is slightly difficult. 

Incidentally, I shall refrain for very good reasons (mostly reasons of 
» 

ignorance) from telling you in detail how this compression is accomplished ami 
how the energy is coupled into the droplet. Some of tills will. 1 -o done by my 
collcgaucs later in the afternoon and they asked mo to ask you to stay for the 
last three speeches. Tell your friends to come also. This swell for a co;>C!erc!nl. 

Now 1 want to mention a few factors which determine; the Mass with which wo 
con cerate. Of cour: c, the less Mass we could use, the. betti. <, but if wo use 
very little mass, then wc run into two difficulties. Number one, dissaiiibly occurs 
bcfoiv there is enough burning. NiUiihcr ltv;o, the energy released by the thi;ri.,v.i»clc;:«-
react on does not stay within the droplet.' And here I have to talk for a moi;;cnt 
iibout tlie eicrgy balance within the droplet. l!irst of all yen lose energy to 
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expansion. Secondly you Jose energy to radiation, l'or high coiup'essioii SMIS "••<>. 

of it is reabsorbed but in the interesting region not enough, The energy produc
tion Biust. exceed 1 hose .losses. Incidentally, the radiation is very easily 
calculated. All this however is only a part of the arjî iicmt thai: determines • 
the liiiniinimi size. 

Another ]>oint is that the energy of the particles produced should be deposited 
within th^ droplet. This energy in the DT reaction is i.ostly given to neutrons of 
1<! MoV which escape with almost all their energy. A litllo less then A MeV is 
given to « - particles. These, yoa would imagine, stay in the.droplet. It is 
not all. that simple. Energetic « - particles are supposed to give their'ener
gies to colder electrons. JSut the electrons because of their smaller'mass, even 
though they are relatively cold (a few ldlovolts instead of a few MoV) inove 
faster. It is unnatural to transfer energy from a s>low particle to a fast 
particle. TJje right formulae can.be derived easily, at least in first approxi
mation, if oiie assiwios that the usual energy loss occur when Die « - particles 
interact with the electrens that happen to be slower tk'i the a -pan iclcs. The 
bull; of the electrons in the Maxwell, distribution which ii-ove faster-thin the « -
|Kiriic?.c do not participate in the net energy exchange. This give, the right order 
of iiiagnituJc ami is not implausible. 

Incidentally, all of this and similar typos of consideration become important 
again and again in the study of controlled fusion. They became very important in 
the ntkeiiipts we have made and are still making :i.ji magnetically confined plasmas. 
Tlie thwj of <Hiuilibr.ition dcpci, Is on these factors and, this is very important also 
in the present case because when the laser heats the droplet, it heats in first 
appto>: hunt k u the electrons. The transfer of energy frcsn electrons to the ions 
takes time which is not coMpletely negligible. 
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Let iiie 'turn to one or two more interesting difficulties in connection with 
thecoaiprossion problem. There are ĵ 3t.:nty of ways to couple the energy into the 
dioplct. In fact, as tho laser convexgos on this tiny di\>plot, the electric 

^fields in the light wave become bigger than the electric fields in which clcc-
;;;trons of. the. hydrogen atoms are uoving. Therefore ionization occurs in a most 
•.'•straightforward manner.- The phenomena which occur at these very high' electric 
• fields are not completely understood, certainly not by inn, and a lot. more study 
will be necessary. It way even happen that in the end in those high electric 

•fields the phenomena will appear to bo more simple. 

I would however like to warn of one difficulty, k the light falls upon the 
•. plasua that is produced the electron.'-, and the nuclei are accelerated in tha 
oppo:-itc directions, Tho electron.1.:, move in the same pkise. ODD of the ways 
how wc can produce temperatures is by nonlinear instabilities. Disorder appears 
. in the-motion of the electrons. Bui. this disorder at first is not complete. 
Great nuiiiVrs of electrons are still moving together, pro? ably with higher fre-

. quencies. These then can emit light coherently and therefore with high intensity. 

. In.the-surrounding of the droplet the plasma is less dense and in equilibrium 
most energy should appear as radiation. Tho danger of energy loss to radiation 
is serious. 

Now let us assuuci that the compression and tlic fusion work. Lot us get to 
tlic engine. What can we do? V/e could malm internal combustion engines, in fact, 
power stations of a few hundred megawatt. They tould have enough fuel for any 
tiiwe to co.uo. 'Hie energy production would be clean and very safe. 

llwrc «'u*e some slight engincerijig difficulties. Let me mention to you a 
couple. x 

One version that I heard described would have hundred explosions per second, 
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droplets being h i t hundred times :i second by lasers not necessarily in the sauj 

place. I don't want to confine the exploding plasma. On • jni.W do i t but i l i s 

a l i t t l e d i f f i cu l t . Le t ' s wake i t as simple as possible and j u s t exploit the 

ncutjona that escape, lint to keep droplets in tho focus c£ the lasors i s more 

d i f f i cu l i . l'lirthoiviiore, the vessel must withstand hundj :.d explosions per second, 

each equivalent to a few pounds'of TNT. Tens of billion." of tbcin sliould occur 

bofo e the machine needs readjustment. That i s not qui te easy. 

Le t ' s t ry a^.ain. The other extreme would be to u.;c c>:p'Loivions equivalent 

to 10' eiT.s which i s two and a half tons of TNT cquivalft/il.. Then you need only 

one explosion in ten seconds. 'Jho vessel lias to withstand without fatigue a few 

times ten Million explosions. 'J'lto engineering s t i l l has suiily problei..:;. 

Very n.-.'.ch ti. the disappoint went of ray colleagues, 1 do noi expeo tliis to 

happen before I a.i e i ther in heaven or in a considerably lowoi place. I liopc thai 

something e l ' o w i l l happen sooner. This may seem to you a U t i l e fantas t ic althoi 

1 know of some very in teres t ing .investigations of these p o s s i b i l i t i e s a t Los Ala>nc 

tir: use of t h i s in;ernal caiibuv-ion enjjine for space propulsion. If we liavcvtheij.io-

nuclcav explosions that go on a t tempei-aturos in the ncJ^Jiborho.kl of 10 k i lovol t s , 

there the natural ve loc i t ies with which the plasma would leave: i s approximately 
8 " 

10 oi?/sec. In the crazy language of the engineers, this'means a specific ..impulse 

of l i r . I f you intend to accelerate your vessel to OIK: thousands on: l igh t velocit 

t h i s actually could be done in a few days »,jth an c«gi»v: of many thousands of mega 

wat ts . We could gi?t t o Mars in a week, the round t r i p would be two weeks. 'Jhc 

astronaut would have to be lieavily shielded against the n e u t m i ; . lVe would .have 

SUKC d i f f icul ty with boat rejection problems; we would.have di f f icul ty in recap-

luring stain of the energy to drive the l a se r s ; t h e l a t t e r I aii>.not so itfraid of 

because I hope t o have magnetic f ie lds regulating the flew of the plasma and th i s 
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magnetic Hold being pulsed by 'explosions could generate electric currents which 
in turn could drive the lasers. Actually only a fraction of the heat will have 
to be rejected, but cv> u that ] teat-rejection problem is serious. I want to '.-onfess 
to you tbnl Los Alamos did assinua only to go to ono three-thousands of light ve.loc.il 
What they talk about is more modest and move feasible. 

Is this not a littie cra^y to talk about space pro;;;.'",.'.ion before talking about 
power sL:itions? 1 claim thai, it isn't. Both of then arc craiiy, but space propul
sion is more feasible J or two reasons. Your apparatus n-'.\-..l: to last a w r y much 
shorter lime, and )\u arc allured,to pay for it., allowed to put work into it, many 
thousa .J liiii'ts more tl an if ytM tried to do somothing in r.-n ecu--oiiii.c way for power 
production on tlio earih. i lb nfc. therefore that, the res if- nu outside chance that 
in this century astronauts wil use this kind of intonr.il co:iibtr>;.bn- engine. 

I want to say with all lands, of emphasis that I hope: that, this will be 
attempted by a. concerted international effort. Opening cir mind:, to such coopcra-• 
lien is Hie right step. 

I want to conclude by discussing a question that in?- ; liave asked. If you 
don't have soon a real' machine, when will you have a do..,, .nstrailon, a real proof. 
thai-the laws of thermonuclear burn can be used efficiently? Well, I won't give 
you an answer, but I will give you my definition of a pessimist and of an optimist. 
A pes.imist is a man who is always right, but docs not g.;t any enjoyment out of it. 
An optimist is a person who imagines that the future is ^uncertain. Virtue: in this 
case is on the side of the optimist. I want to be an opLimist and 1 want to 
believe that the dciiionsiration will succeed sometime in the 19/V:*, perhaps even 
early in the 1970's. 
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